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Two videos on our work in rewilding water
catchments in Buea was published on youtube

2021 highlights
In 2021, within the context of our Forest
Rewilding Programme, we raised a total of 8223
native tree seedlings of 32 different species. Of
this, 5100 were planted into 3 forests with total
surface area of about 2500sq m. We also
monitored and ensure proper growth of 2
previously planted forests, Again, we were
involved in raising awareness, training and/or
tree planting with 3 community forests in SW
Cameroon.

We took the the 2021 batch of change makers
from Kanthari Institute, Kerala-India on a virtual
tour of our projects.
We attended an on-site pre- COP26 workshop
in Yaounde, Cameroon to amplify our voices
during and after COP26.
We also took part in a panel discussion on
decolonising climate change with the 100
Agents of Change Online Residency Programme.

Our Irvingia Programme reached out to over
5000 people with messages on the ‘true’ value
of forests (that is beyond timber) and trained 50
women to develop value chains for non-wood
forest products. We reached out to 23 families
with food aid and distributed 350 reusable cloth
pads to young girls.

Our ED was accepted in the inaugural class of
One Million Youths Africa fellowship program.
We virtually participated in the TED Countdown
Summit 2021 as well as the Future Investment
Initiative’s 5th Anniversary celebration.

A total of 50 youths were empowered to be and
make the change they want.
Our Climate-Smart Agriculture Programme on
its part raised trained may youths and during
the process raised 50 table birds, multiplied 200
plantain suckers and collected different
landraces of 12 Indigenous seeds. We continued
to manage and run a living food bank and 2
forest garden demonstration farms.
All of this was made possible by 48,800USD
funds raised from donors.
Ecological Balance Cameroon is one of the
founding members of Restor, a platform that
connects organizations to resources.
Our work was featured in Restories, the rewild
magazine, Giraffe heroes’ podcast and
mongabay.com journal.
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Organizational background
It is vital for a dynamic equilibrium to exist
within any community of organisms. In such
a community, genetic, species and
ecosystem diversity remain relatively stable
and is subject to gradual, accountable
changes through natural processes. It is
thus imperative that at any point in time
there is a natural balance in every
ecosystem. It is within this context that
Ecological Balance Cameroon (Eco Balance)
was borne as an apolitical, non-religious
and nonprofit making organization seeks to
balance conservation with livelihoods.

Within the team we encourage an
environment
first
mentality,
good
stewardship, dynamism and flexibility. We
thrive in an environment of mutual respect
amongst timely, resourceful and creative
individuals.

Operating principles, values and colors
Eco Balance operates on the principle that
ecosystem conservation is most successful
and sustainable if it is led by people living
adjacent to it and more so if it contributes
to their livelihoods. We envision a world
where every action is environmentally
appropriate, socially
beneficial and
economically viable for present and future
generations. Our mission is to empower
biodiversity-rich
communities
to
independently undertake actions that
guarantee the long term conservation of
their adjacent ecosystems.

Context
From 2019 to 2023, we seek to rebuild
Cameroon’s forest wealth, tree by tree. We
see forests as a deposit of natural wealth
accumulated over generations which, if
used wisely, can make valuable financial
contribution
to
rural
populations,
supporting their lives and conservation
efforts. Thus by combining education and
participation with active restoration efforts,
we want to bring the benefits and value of
Cameroon's forest back into the everyday
life of her people.

In synergy with donors and partners we are
committed to achieve tangible sustainable
impacts in all our projects. We uphold
Integrity (honesty, respect, trust worthy,
pride, responsibility, keeping promises,
helping others) and portray transparency in
all our dealings.

Why forests?
Cameroon includes circa 10% of the Congo
Basin forest, the second largest tropical
rainforest in the world. Although the
country is still forested, with a mix of intact
primary rainforest, secondary forest and
savanna, there is a continuous loss of

For our beneficiaries, we envisage change
from within & solidarity and we encourage
them to pursue empowerment not aid
Our colours; are forest green for the
rainforest, dark brown for rich soils, sky
blue for water and yellow for excited
beneficiaries.
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natural forests (estimated at 30ha/hour).
Human-induced deforestation is strongly
associated
with
timber
harvesting,
agriculture and production of fuel.
Deforestation has been attributed to
poverty (>40%), high rates of youth
unemployment (>30%), the availability of a
black timber markets and high wood prices
but more importantly to ignorance and the
loss of personal ownership of the forest by
adjacent communities. The consequences
of deforestation are enormous; water
scarcity, floods, soil erosion, loss in
biodiversity, decrease in incomes from nonwood forest products etc. While many see
deforestation as inducing climate change,
to forest dependent people, it is the loss of
a permanent repository of wealth and long
standing savings deposit from many
generations.
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marketing of forest and agricultural
products.
4. To promote sustainable agricultural
practices.
Location
In 2021, all project activities were executed
in communities around Mt. Cameroon. Mt.
Cameroon is a biodiversity hotspot located
in the South West Region of Cameroon.
Because of its biological diversity and
richness, part of Mt. Cameroon was
designated as a protected area, the Mt.
Cameroon National Park in 2009. It is home
to many large mammals (forest elephant,
chimpanzee etc), a wide variety of birds
(endemic Cameroon mountain francolin
etc), butterflies and insects. It has 175
globally threatened trees, 25 of which are
critically endangered and 28 endangered.

Hence by rebuilding forests, we would be
mitigating natural disasters and poverty all
together.
For 2021, we had four main objectives and
key priorities.
1. To stimulate mind shifts about, and
encourage
action
geared
at
mitigating environmental challenges
(especially deforestation) through
conservation education
2. To promote actions geared towards
preservation and regeneration of
natural resources
3. To promote local cottage industries
for
the
transformation
and
4
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Map of Mt. Cameroon National Park
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than monocultures. They are 100% natural
and designed to mimic historical indigenous
forests and hence are 100% as bio-diverse.
They are completely maintenance-free, wild
and native forest after the first few years.

The park is surrounded by 41 villages with
major economic activities include farming,
gathering, lumbering and hunting.
In 2021, we had 3 programmes; forest
rewilding, climate-smart agriculture and irvingia

Results per project
1. Tree nursery

Objectives, activities/methods and results

One of the main challenges of many
reforestation endeavors in Cameroon
remains the absence of high quality
planting material in large numbers. In order
to solve this therefore, this year, we
continued
with
the
management,
replacement and expansion of our 25000
capacity tree nursery located at BomakaBuea, SW Cameroon. Activities included
periodic seed collection, nursing, filling of
polythene bags, potting, deweeding,
watering and data collection.

Forest Rewilding Programme
The rates of deforestation in Cameroon
remain
high
and
have
serious
consequences. Within this backdrop, our
forest rewilding programme set out this
year to rebuild forests in order to;
1. Recharge ground water and improve
water tables
2. Provide habitat for wildlife
3. Conserve soil properties
4. Restock non-wood forest products
and allow for the harvesting of wild
honey
5. Mitigate climate change

Summary Nursery Statistics
Species
Mahogany
Iroko
Monodora
Jakaranda
Camwood
Ebony
orange
Bush mango
Njangsa
Total
in
2021
Total from
2020
Total trees
raised

NB: The concept of rewilding involves
growing (planting & maintaining until they
become self-reliant) native forests in areas
where they existed before.
In 2019, Eco Balance adopted the miyawaki
method of rewilding because miyawaki
forests recharge ground water 30times
faster, grow 10times faster, are 30times
better habitat for pollinators, have 30 times
better carbon-dioxide absorption capacity
and conserve soil properties 30times better

No/kg
of
seeds nursed
5000
N/A
240
120
N/A
N/A
N/A
1000
25kg

Number
survived
1200
0
200
97
0
0
30
20
2203
3750
4473
8223

Major setback= low seed germination rate
5
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Acacia seeds

Prunus africana seeds

Njangsa seeds in propagator

Seeds
of
Monodora
myristica,
Entandrophragma angolenisis and Khaya
Ivoriensis
Mixing soil with organic manure for
polybags
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Propagator for difficult to germinate seeds

Germinated njangsa seedlings
Fillled polythene bags

Germinating seeds of bush mango

Seedlings in nursery (side view)
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On the other hand, there was also routine
monitoring and evaluation of already
planted catchments of Bonduma and Bulu
forest

In 2019, we took a commitment to solve the
over 2decade long water crisis of the Buea
Municipality that resulted from poor water
management of water sources. In this light,
in order to recharge ground water and
improve water tables we grow forests
around main water catchments.
In 2021, we planted trees at the Bwitingi
(3900) and Njonje (800) catchments
respectively.

Bonduma

catchment

at

planting

Bwitingi catchment forest

Bonduma catchment after 24 months

Njonje water catchment forest
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Bulu catchment at planting

Fresh water crab at the Bulu catchment

Bulu catchment after 15months
Besides recharging ground water, the
forests serve as a source of non-timber
forest products (spices, vegetables, honey
etc), serve as home for biodiversity etc.

Bird nests at the Bulu catchment

Fresh water frog at
Bonduma catchment

Bird hangout at the Bulu catchment forest

Head Office: Campaign Street 1, Great Soppo, P.O Box 78, Buea, South West Region Cameroon; FB:
Ecological Balance Cameroon, Irvingia; Website: www.ecobalances.org. Email:
communication@ecobalances.org; Tel: +237 672 181 675.
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Camelion at Njonje catchment

reforestation task forces and water
management committees, trainings were
geared towards rewilding (replant, monitor
until they become self-reliant) already
destroyed portions in order to revamp
community forest ecosystems. Again, to
ensure community level sustainable
management of forest resources, we
trained local people on short term and long
term sustainable management techniques
all of which were geared towards increasing
and revaluing goods and services from
forest.

3. Community forest enrichment
Community forests are portions of nonpermanent forest estates that are
attributed to forest adjacent communities.
The communities have management rights
over such forests for a period of 25years
renewable. The Mt Cameroon forest
landscape has many of such including the
Bakingili,
Woteva,
Etinde,
BimbiaBonadikombo community forests. These are
home to African forest elephants,
chimpanzees, drills, many species of
monkeys, amongst other species. In 2021,
we had series of meetings with the
Bakingili, Woteva and Etinde communities.
We also surveyed the forest to ascertain
dorminant native species and ear mark
portions for rewilding. Again, trainings were
held with village forest management
committees to strategize on how to combat
illegal logging and encroachment. With the
1
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Planning meeting with members of Village
Management Committee of Etome village
(Etinde Community Forest)

Forest survey mission

Meeting
with
Woteva
management committee

forest

Portion encroached for plantain farming
inside community forest

Head of Forest Rewilding Programme in
Etinde community forest

Harvesting of yellow bark (very medicinal)
inside community forest

Village

1
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Watering of planted seedlings

Tree planting exercise

Tree planting

Bush pepper vines (incentive for forest
protection)
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Climate-smart agriculture programme
Climate-smart agriculture (CSA) is an
integrated
approach
to
managing
landscapes (cropland, livestock, forests and
fisheries) in a way that addresses the
interlinked challenges of food security and
climate change. The dilemma being to
produce enough food without significantly
harming the environment (soil, forests etc).
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Demonstration plot

Results per project
1. Forest gardening
In order to sustainably produce enough and
in mitigating shifting cultivation we adopted
the concept of farm optimization and forest
gardening. Literally, the forest walking into
a garden. The rationale being to combine
crops, trees and animals of different fruiting
cycles and hence enable farmers to harvest
all year round. Our forest garden project
has two arms; capacity building and
demonstration farms. In 2021, within the
context of capacity building, we trained
farmers on the farm optimization model,
plantain multiplication (200 suckers
multiplied in the process), marcotting of
fruit trees, vegetable forests and rearing of
table birds (50 birds raised in the process).
We established 2 demonstration farms of
1000 and 2000sq meters respectively to
train on/demonstrate various plant
propagation
techniques,
carryout
comparative studies on different land races
& intercropping distances for various crops
etc.

Table birds

Plantain suckers
multiplication

3
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Cross section of beneficiaries of the Sep
2021 food donation event (all internally
displaced)

Plantainlets ready for potting
2. Living food bank
In response to the food needs of many
families (especially with many internally
displaced families in Buea), we continued to
run our living food bank where food is
grown and donated. The 1hectare piece of
land also serves in multiplying indigenous
seeds. In September and 2021, we reached
out to 23 of such families with food
donations.

3. Seed bank and indigenous seed
exchange network
Our experiments indicate that indigenous
seeds are better adapted to soil and
weather conditions and are hence more
resilient
(http://www.ecobalances.org/ecobalancefine-tunes-strategies-to-bank-indigenousvegetable-seeds-for-future/). To this effect,
we created a seed bank where different
land races of various indigenous seeds in
Cameroon are multiplied and saved. An
extension of this is the seed exchange
network which is a platform where local

Living food bank
4
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farmers
exchange
resources.

knowledge
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and

Seeds of indigenous sweet yam
Different land races of maize, beans and
indigenous vegatables

Different varieties of kidney beans
Seeds of okonobong (indigenous vegetable)

Irvingia programme
The gathering and sale of non-wood forest
products is an age old and the most long
term sustainable activity in communities
that live adjacent to forests. Non-timber
forest products play an important role in
5
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Conservation education on Hi Television in
Buea

income and employment generation, food
security,
health
and
women/youth
empowerment. Unfortunately, the sector is
plagued by a number of factors; 1. Large
quantities of non-timber forest products
wasted
during
deforestation;
2.
Women/youths who are the main gatherers
have limited access to processing
technologies, marketing strategies and
market information as a result, they are
sold 'raw' or without any form of processing
at very cheap prices.

Conservation
education on radio

Irvingia is developing value chains for nonwood forest products in Cameroon.
2. Women empowerment

Results per project

Training on adding value to/processing
forest products

1. Conservation education
Raising awareness on the value of forests
beyond timber

This year, a total of 47 women were trained
as follows; 12 in extraction of oils from
seeds and nuts, 12 in transformation of oils
to cosmetic products, 23 in adding value to
forest spices. They were also drilled on
branding, packaging and marketing of the
end products.

We set out once again to change
perceptions on the true value of forests.
Sensitization was done with posters, on
radio and television. Messages were also
carried to social gatherings with good
results registered; people becoming
increasingly interested in conservation
activities. Our programs reached an average
of 5000 people.

Training on extraction of oils from seeds
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End products of trainings value added
spices
Sustainable Menstruation
Three internally displaced women tailors
were trained on the production of cloth
pads. They all established the production
and sale of cloth pads as a business and we
have so far purchased 350cloth pads from
them. These were donated to school girls
around Buea and Limbe. The girls also
received information on menstrual hygiene
and puberty education.

Training on adding value to tropical spices

Training on branding

Oils produced during Aug 2021 training
session (Vaseline, lip balm, castor oil,
njangsa oil, coconut oil, carrot oil, paw paw
oil, African plum oil, avocado oil, hair oil,
cocoa oil)
7
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End product of training

Training of internally displaced tailors
Distribution of cloth pads in schools
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Ecological Balance Cameroon within the
context of her youth empowerment
strategy organized a Youth Conference and
Inspirational Trip with the aim of inspiring
youths to make and be the change they
want.
This maiden edition took over 50 youths to
some successful green businesses (cane
factory, eco-friendly packaging company,
tech company and on a road trip to the
beach town of Limbe will have some very
inspiring and outstanding youths tell their
success stories.

3. Youth inspiration and mentorship
project
Breaking news in Cameroon is almost
always bad news. Hence besides having to
deal
with
unemployment/underemployment,
poverty, lack of access to basic social
security services and outright insecurity,
youths are often surrounded by very
negative energy. Truth is, the country is not
as good as we want it to be but isn’t there
anything good happening? The crisis
situation in the NW & SW Regions has
further exacerbated the situation; it’s as if
to say in the past 5years nothing good has
happened in these regions. Fortunately,
some youths have been on the highway of
success despite all odds.

Boarding

Visiting a rattan craft and furniture centre
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Talk on ‘the prospects of the packaging
industry in Cameroon’ by Tandi Hamlet CEO/Co-founder of Packaging by ekose Inc.

Talk on ‘Bridging the gap between
certificates and skills; who’s responsibility’
by Longonje Caleb, Co-founder/MD
Canestick Buea, Cameroon.
Visiting Packacging by ekose Inc, a company
that produces ecofriendly packages in Buea,
Cameroon.
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Talk on ‘All round communication’ by
Ndimuh Bertrand, CEO/Founder Voice of
Nature Cameroon
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of them have established small businesses
but face difficulties in marketing their
products. Within this context, we want to
set up The Irvingia Cooperative Society
(IRVINGIACOOP) to forage and link trainees
to markets. The documents for the
registration of IRVINGIACOOP are still in
process but this did not stop the project
from reaching out to the two most resilient
trainee businesses; Olive’s Milinery and
Pathen Berger were selected as the most
resilient businesses and they each received
a cash injection of 100,000XAF (182 USD).

Talk on ‘Academic/research excellence’ by
Dr. Shey Robert of Buea University.
Irvingiacoop also had the opportunity to
test the concept of selling tropical spices in
Europe with ClimateNuts Germany. This
saw the shipping of 70kg of 10 species of
spices to Germany.

Media outreach
Talk on ‘The cooperative business model’ by
Mbah Julius of Autonomous Investment
Cooperative Inc. Buea

1. Website
Our website has been very active
throughout and was updated principally
every quarter. We published 3 editions of
our E-newsletters during the course of the
year 2021.

4. Irvingia Cooperative Society
The Irvingia program has trained a total of
156 women/youths forestpreneurs. Many
12
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2. Social media

Bulu
forest
at
1
with
SUGi:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UCH4F
LF7 AZw

We posted averagely once a week on our
facebook page, Instagram, LinkedIn

Bonduma forest at 2 minidocumentary:
https://youtu.be/7WAuRBWQe_Y
Features and publications
Ecological Balance Cameroon is one of the
founding members of Restor a platform
that connects organizations to resources. In
this light, we were features in Restories

Fundraising
We finally acquired an organizational Bank
account with Societe Commerciale Banque
Cameroun Groupe Attijariwafa Bank

https://restor.eco/community/restorationstories/restories-part-two-reclaiming-ournatural-identities

1. Funds raised from proposal writing
A total of 32,600 USD was raised through
project proposals as follows;

We were also features in the rewild
magazine:
https://www.rewildingmag.com/rewildinglimbi-blessing-tata-ecological-balance/ and
Giraffe
heroes’
podcast:
https://www.giraffeheroes.eu/en/ecological-balance-forcameroon/

Stiftung
Arthenschutz
(5000Euro)

=

New England
7,000USD

Foundation

Biolabs

Kanthari
Foundation
20,000USD

5,600USD

Switzerland

=

=

2. Crowdfunding (apps and platforms)

Limbi was featured on mongabay.com
because of her work with Microberlinia
bisulcata

A total of 16,221.94 USD were raised from
apps and platforms as detailed below;
SUGi app = 10000USD

https://news.mongabay.com/2021/10/illeg
al-logging-threatens-rare-cameroonianhardwood-with-extinction/

Milkywire app = 5883 USD (still to be
disbursed)

Two videos on our work in rewilding water
catchments in Buea were published on
youtube

Omprakash platform = 306.94 USD
Givingway = 32USD (ongoing)

13
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Partners

Conferences and other events attended
We had a virtual tour of our project sites
with the 2021 batch of change makers from
Kanthari Institute, Kerala-India.
We attended an on-site pre- COP26
workshop at the Residence on the British
High Commissioner to Cameroon. This was
in order to amplify each other’s voices
(NGOS involved in climate change in
Cameroon) during and after COP26.
We took part in a panel discussion on
decolonising climate change with the 100
Agents of Change Online Residency
Programme.
In line with our youth inspiration and
mentorship project, our ED was admitted
into the inaugural class of One Million
Youths Africa (OMLA) fellowship program.
Through the OMLA program, Ecological
Balance is expected to train and support 50
youths in Cameroon annually to be and
make the change they want.
14
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We were invited to TED Countdown Summit
2021 but could only attend virtually
because of Covid and visa challenges.
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Prospects
Within the forest rewilding programme, we
hope to begin the SUGi (Japanese for tree)
Akademy in 2022. SUGi Akademy is a school
conservation/tree education program that
aims at building a network of the next
generation’s forest builders. With our work
in reforestation, we hope to start a forest
documentary project; capturing the
rewilding journey. We hope to take forest
restoration to the degraded North West
landscape of Cameroon in 2022.

We also received an invite for Future
Investment Initiative’s 5th Anniversary
celebration in Riyadh, Saudi Arabia but
again attended virtually because of
sponsorship challenges.
South Pole Africa, Noble Land Inc, Brokoli
Climate fund and FORLIANCE reached out to
us for partnership.

Climate-Smart agriculture program looks
forward to a fruit revolution.

Challenges
The socio-political crisis in Cameroon is far
from over and issues of epileptic power
supply, bad internet networks remain
major.

For Irvingia, we hope to set up an oil and
derivatives processing unit, an E-commerce
platform and the Irvingia network as a
platform for exhibition and exchange of
value adding skills.

We also faced major issues of low seed
viability and destruction of one of our
forests (the Bulu water catchment forest)
by some unknown individuals.
Unfortunately, in 2021, we were faced with
recurrent human-elephant crisis that led to
the loss of property and human life;
including 2eco guards of the Mt Cameroon
National
Park
(https://voiceofnaturenews.info/conservato
r-reacts-to-elephants-killing-of-eco-guardat-mt-cameroon-national-park/). This led to
population
riots
(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mF3vI
li3JHs).
Paper work for IRVINGIACOOP are still
pending
15

